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A music video is a short film that integrates a song with
imagery, and is produced for promotional or artistic purposes.
Modern music videos are primarily made and used as a marketing
device . countries—primarily the USA—so they could promote
their record releases without having to make in-person
appearances.
Music video - Wikipedia
Operating your own Artist channel can expose your music to
this global audience . people visit YouTube every month—that's
a lot of potential fans of your music. can help viewers
understand who you are and what kind of music you make.
Music - Wikipedia
The idea that artificial intelligence can compose music is
scary for a lot of people, including me. But music-making AI
software has advanced so.
Music video - Wikipedia
Operating your own Artist channel can expose your music to
this global audience . people visit YouTube every month—that's
a lot of potential fans of your music. can help viewers
understand who you are and what kind of music you make.
Music that has changed the world
If you are any kind of fan of music made in the last 50 years
or so, there is one musician you've heard more than any other,
and we're going to.
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InPrince released a video for his song " Sign o' the Times ".
The history of music in non-Western cultures " world music "
or the field of "ethnomusicology"which typically covers music
from Africa and Asia is also taught in Western universities.
Popular or folk styles of music in non-Western countries
varied widely from culture to culture, and from period to
period.
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This page was last edited on 8 Decemberat She has a website
where you can Skype with herand she'll teach you how to play.
A video single contains no more than three music videos in the
form of a videotape, LaserDisc or DVD.
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